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The-study of advertising 'and society has a',1opg hist° ,

of sjondt e StatuS in apadeMic, programs. In fact, histor cally

advertising academicians added non- vocational course8-to.,Curricula

_as -an afterthOUght. The adVertising,and society:coUrsee like
virtually all macro courses, 'largely served to legitimize the

existence of vocationally oriented-programs not, to provide

students with an ell ctually solid and .personally edifying

education;

ajor prop

In this brief paper I first Point out a,few of the

developing interlectually respectable advertising

and society courses.

toapproaches

guidelines for

a cautionary no suggest several pitfa

Next, I assess: = few of the more promising

advertisingand society,, Then I offer general
ttk

ultural approach to the subject. Finally, in

I.

Historically advertising practitioners and academicians wave -

disagreed on-the scope, function d purpose of adverbs' ng educa

in the approach.

practitione .continue to agree with Cladd- Io -ins

k, "As,far as advertising is, concerned, .orte can learn more in
1927

one week's talk with farm folk than by in any classroom I

kno..q." Other practitioners believe that advertising 'education

primarily should provide v Ational training for aspiring young

pract s. Ady t lising academics are similarly divided,_
.

althy6qh current discuss on. suggests that the majority of -tollege



either "last job" or "first job" vo

urricula focus on rudim ntary s

ast job cum sstressuch as layout and media buying7

of

managem nt decIsion-making. Cartai,xll most advertising programs'

espouse a :iris n of 'ocCupa al preparation.

advertiSing kTditemioahs correctly see the ImPo ce v.

providing advertising students with more than technic=_

partly to gain',xespectability within tie academy asr d partly:

to enhance'. students!' intellectual development,

initiated advertising Snd Society co -s

programs. Because agademmcians and pradtitioners often-a-

acad6miclans

_n many advertising

contradic v'

-pedagegic _purpos

Should these 'course_

,-

understandin-

society court

f laws

critically examine the

adverti g education, however,

theSe courses typically a-

'dadvertis

regulatiOns?

unclear.

majors Vi h a te h al

hould ad ,mging

function f

the advertising_ i dustry in modern capitalisR d they deal

t questions, andwith Current topical issues? These are impor

answers necessitate academic first dealing with adverttaing

educatk"ons pa noose, which hipt r 'cally, .has',been fogged by the
conflicting educational philosophies and ideologies of acpdemicians

_ .

and practitioners,.,,

Advertising eduea
_

ielopment of edueati

no 1ntelietual him, which hinders
4 y

programs ,that are broader in scope



than vocationalism. The discipline'

pre-World wir I when zealous
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academic labels stem from

practitioners 6S:tablis ed advertising

courses in Psychology, Journalism, English, and Business programs.

Today advertising education-continues to suffer from the disparate .

interests of Marketing, Communications, and Journalism progr

Not surprisingly, advertising courses often presume different

ideological and educational assumptions that stem from the

Academic location of the curriculuin and the interests of the instructc:y

The advertising.and 7ociety'course perhaps is more influenced by

the lack of an intellectital home than are strictly Vocatidnal

courses. lh one department or cone or school it becomes a course

in economics; in another, censumerisiu; in yet another, advertising law.

,Advertising and society courses also suffer from aearth of

scholarly advertvalng research. flistorianS'and sociolOgists have
fS

Produced few advert sing studies, surprising fact considering the

ubiquity of modern consumer advertising. Although advertising

academic ans-pvarly write dozens of articles, the majority of this

research is unusable in an advertising d society course for / two

major reasons. First advertiSing research ically relies on

inductive methodologies; studies usually fodus narrow problems an

produce ungeneralizable cOnclusiOns. This dilemma i made worse,

by the publishing emphasis.of many major umiversitie tenure

requrremeihs force academicians' to publish short, guiWkly produced

-1
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articles and prohi t'historical inves igations, sociological

44ixtfations, or philosophical! essays.

Second; advertising research is often of little use in the

.7, AdVertising an society course beCause it lacks a critical

perspective. Mast articles and surely the bUlk of advertising

textbooks -are intelledtual/y sterile; they presume the ideological
a

d philosophical asSumptionS, fthe.statUs quip, s a quick

perusal of ,the "advertising and society" section

major textbooks,shows. 1

any of the

The differing educational objectives and philosophies, the

lack of an academic hcime, and. the dearth of critical research

and investigation hinder.the development of intellectually.

respectable macro courses in advertising.

Although few intellectuals have spriouslyinvestigated the

rise of modern. advertising, a-number of excellent institutional

studies; priced fertile groundwork'for further analysis and

discussion. Norris' 1965 address before the Arnarican Academy

of Advertising perceptively linked modern advertising with late

19th century national advertisers' qUest for distribution and

price control. Ca y's cogent interptetat f the importance

of duct information in the market system pointed out scene of the



philosophical assumptions underlying Western economic and political

activities. Potter's insightful discussion of the relationship

between modern advertising and Am ri an social values helped

elucidate this country's fondness for(materiL goods and comm ncial

aspirations. And of course Sande e's institutional perppective

depicted advertising as a necessary and benevolent means of

persuading and informing individual citizens of p oper resource

allocation.

As Rotzoll has shown, these lq,ur institutional perspectives

posit certain assumptions about truth, society , and the nature

man, as well as offer differing definitions of the function of
0

adVertising. Each <as sumes at. dVertising serves a_major social
or economic function in mode market econc eS. They offer fairly.

potent examination-,of the workings of adverti,sing in the market

system:_ they allow one to compare conflieting_theories'a the,

economic- roleof advertising and the Social:purpose of adVertiging

gulation. For xample, they point out that advertising lawi stem

important political-economic developments;deceptive and

.
corrective -advertising laws rest- on philoSophical assumptions

abolit how advertising operates in the market:system. Indeed

the ationali,ty" of man is curre-ntlybeing debated by -advertIsi

critics and defenders. The institutional- perspective shows that

.behind all criticisms and defenses of advertising lie partitdlar

gip



about advertising, the market system, and,human nature.

spite of these advantages, the institutional aprOaeh to

,advertising and ,society suffers fron one major, disadvantage.

Although ft-highlights the philosophca1 poSitions of advertising

supporters and attackers, and alth8ugh it elucidates :advertising's-

possible broad societal and economic: functions, it offers no means

of ultural_interpretation. other words, the institutional

:ch emphasiies ctural and functional factors at the

ulturaY understanding. Indeed institutionalism

peer-is also its weakness; purely-deductive
dpproichesemphasiz&--

expense o

generality to the neglect of specifics. Advertising not only

serves ,to accomplish certain societal and economic ends; it also

depicts ever doanging styles of life. 'Beyond their institutional

function ther it be market information, economic power, mass

persuasion, or social inculcation, advertisements a 're literary

expressions that dramatize canteen

styles.

It

/

y life dhd interpret cultural

me that e need an approach that begins with the

assumption that communicat n is cen.trat in 'human affairs. . Or, t

put At more PhilOiophically, we need to take seriously the concept
tof syMbolism,end 1.11e reality of human- creativity. Man-ris mUCh

more than a functional being; He actively creates symbolic world

meaningful experiences, Advertising- is one 'such world.



A cultural approach to advertising would most effectXvely

deal with advertising's sociological significance.' Whereas the

institutional approach attempts to explain advertising communication
4,1

on the basis of societal' functions a cultural approach; begins with'

a theory of society that is i-nherently,a theory, of communication',

Zt assumes that society is created, maintained,/and transformed

in ,and through communication.
4

Advertisements, like all

communication artifacts, are expressions of social .realiti6st

all consumer advertising affirms or challenges different social

groups peiceptions o reality. Advertisements are net viewed as

neutral messages but as me ningful exprespions of modern life-s-tle-

they are cultural artifacts that bear witness to the precCaUpationi

f a modern industrial society and consumer culture. Culturalism

suggests that-advertisements are interpretations of Kays of life.dnd

that the scholar's job -is one of interpreting these xnterpretations.

Cultural analysis thus provides a conducive atmosphere f

openly discussing and assessing the mOdern literature of advertising.

It leads to a host of interesting and provocative questions. For

,example, what are the values.portrayed in various types' of consumer

advertising? What cultural myths--e.g. youthfulness and individualism-

has advertising portrayed historically? How have these myths been

stylistically expressed? How do'these expressions relate to shifts

in Ameri_dn-s cial and cultural life- Which social groups do the

=advert isements support or challenge?



Vhe(importence of cultural analys.,s in th

tbhis

y ontemperarY'attacks on advertising stem
,

struggles in the social order. Various 'social groups view

and society has gef'nerally been neglect

Page 8

study of advertising

unfortunate' since

tly from cultural

adverising as ..threat to their pencePtions of reality,

morality, and ife-style. In.other words, the battle not over

the function of advertising, as the institutional perspective would

suggest, but over the content of advertising.

Action for Children's TeleVision is one c

.the importance

-consumer' adver

-f cultural con'flict lover the

ng. Although the orga-hization

priMerily legal', its mission is cultural.. ACT u

to. work for the . legitimation of particular moral.

ant example of

oacy Of Mode

battleground is

legal channels

beliefs. In fact..

ACT's activities are responses to shifts` in the
cultural:I

fabric.. of

American life. Its members, who are primarily housewives, view

television,advertisin4aS symptomatic a the nation's moral decay.

They associate the vaajles portrayed in the mass media with the

breakdown of the traditional family structvr, the increased incidence

violence arid crime, -'d ___the loosened sex al mores among young teens

Pei-haps most interesting of all q31CT has t an.slated these moral

about advertising supporters

struggle between older,

concerns into policy statements

have increasingly relegated the cultural

famiky-centered values and the more recent life styles. portrayed

advertising to regUlatory,prodesses and legal isibn-making.
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One More example might be helpful. Ralph Nader's ardent

attacks cn modern corporate practices are usually called "consumerism.

Advocates argue that Nader's organization fights for the rights of
/

American buyers. Institutional perspectives move the analysis

a bit deep t by suggesting that Nader's organization, like all

government and consumer groups, operates on the basis Of a

particular onception'of the market system. Institutional

inve gators point out that Nader's view of the market is

a ble d of classical neo liberalism; they show that Nader

believes ,that increased government regulation will, somehoW

enhance the effectiveness of the free, market. They correctly

see

perffii ted irk the market. At this point institutional analysis has

about

Nader wa to limit the types of advertising information

course.

Cultural analysis:provides for more insight into wade

tion particularly and consumerism generally. His organization

like most consumer groups today, maintain a religious faith in

sci
e

hea

research.' -They believe that courtrooms and committee

the :proper channels for advancing "consumer rights" and

lh evidence must be marshalled to the causeQ They
.

,
fur, -her believe that scienc is on the side of consumers, Alhen, in

.factl.it- could easily be argued that-Science is on the side .of the

economic groups that have the most financial..resources.
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Thus, Nader's organization is not fundamentally a suppofter of

classical or -negaiberal views of advertising and socjety-. Rather

Nader represeMts modern society's boundless faith in the ameliorative

value of scientific research and professimal-legal expertise.

Nader's professional style portra s a particular version of liberalism

Ag the most viable, expression of ientific righteousness. I-need

not point out that industry relies on the same scientific strategies

to support its' own, traditional view of the market. Consumerists

and industry spokesmen bear'striking similiarities when examined

through a cultural perspective.

Cultural analysis' benefits are manifold. It provides insight

into the struggles in the social order that lurk behind regulatory

battles, public criticism, and practitioners' strategies. It also

offers- a useful peispe-tive

advertising,asuch as professionalism and Self-regulation,; What. does

discussing current issues in

"social responsibility" mean ilUjight Of the relationship between

advertising and culture? And of .course cultural analysis

legitimately differenti=ates -on the basis of content between various

types of advertising; the old adage, "advertising is," can be put
/

to rest- since clearly induttrial,advertising, retail .adVertising
. .

classified advertising, and general consumer goods advertising-

neither:equgily rely on Practitioners' cultural strategies nor

equally evoke regulatory action.



-Iv.

In spite of ts patent interpretive- powers, cultural, analysis_

can result in near-sighted intellectual vision. Unlike simple

data collecting or eXperimentalismi the cultural. approach demands

a commitment to long - range, grlitative scholarship. It requires

what C. Wright Mills has, called the "sociological imagination,"

a desire to intellectually pursue fundamental and difficult

questions. Historical knowledge and sociological sensitivity are

the main tools of the craft. Without a commitment to those ideals',,

cultural analysis 'becomes an exercise in affirming fashionable

cultural vLlues and' downcasting unpopular stereotypes...

Cultural interpretation entails connecting advertising

artifacts with particular social groups, time periods, and places.

DemOgraphics and psycholographics are too sterile for use in

cultural analysis; they conceptualize people according to "objective"

variables that neglect meaningful cultural styles, tastes, and myths.

And the deadly notion of "advertising effects" translates cultural

,interpretation into blinding empiricis Cause-effect relationships

between advertising and society will never be empirically proven

because the questions asked by the reSearcherreflect his own

political, cultural, and economic assumptions. Cultural analysis

is" an interpret ve methodology, not a device for proving the social

effects of modern advertising.

Finally, the cultural approach to advertising and society

1-1Ins us underst &ourselves. When carried out in a serious and



intellectual fashion, it alows advertising academics and res archeA

to look at their own- preoccupations and assumptions. We can anal ,z

the - particular culturalitren&A"that lead us
= to.

of questions, -carry put specific kinds of research, and teach

various sorts of advertising and society courses. 1.1opefully this

paper is one rstep in that direction.

I
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